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Disclaimers:
(legal) researcher (not "AI" wizard)
Thoughts in progress
Questions (rather than answers)



Content moderation

Copyright data quality + availability...

• From a “matching” world to “context” 
• Minimising type-I and II errors! (false 

positives + false negatives)*

*SF Schwemer (2021), Regulatory strategies for mitigating errors in automated content moderation (under preparation)



a fully or partially automated system used [by an 
online platform] to suggest in its online interface
specific information to recipients of the service, 
including as a result of a search initiated by the
recipient or otherwise determining the relative 
order or prominence of information displayed
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What‘s the difference? Scale + goal to 
increase “engagement”?

What metric to use? (user satisfaction? 
mean average precision? 
Accuracy/(cultural) diversity?)

Minimise search costs... or?



Netflix (since 2000s)

• recommendations, personalisation of 
thumbnails/artworks, etc.;

• segments into over 2000 taste groups

[“Netflix Prize”]

Competitors: diverse repertoire

https://medium.com/@springboard_ind/how-netflixs-recommendation-engine-works-bd1ee381bf81
https://towardsdatascience.com/how-spotify-recommends-your-new-favorite-artist-8c1850512af0
https://www.aicrowd.com/challenges/spotify-million-playlist-dataset-challenge

Spotify

• “Discover weekly” >5 billion songs 
streamed in first year after launch 

• Surfacing the long tail? 

[collaborate filtering “nearest neighbour”, 
NLP for song lyrics etc.; audio models; 
RecSys challenge]

Competitors: similar repertoire



"Fairness" in recommendation algorithms
Ethical considerations in recommendation, bias and
discrimination; transparency and accountability; social
impact...

User data privacy

Selective exposure & filter bubbles

Balanced neighborhoods

What's the copyright 
metadata dimension?

What's the copyright 
dimension (visibility, 
availability, niche 
repertoires)?

Novelty and diversity





"Responsible" recommender systems - an 
accountability/transparency angle...? 



AI 

CDSM

DSA

EU framework for recommender systems...

VLOPs

¯\_(ツ)_/¯

High-risk AI...

(P2B Regulation… cultural policy AVMSD, national quotas) 
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Article 29(1) Recommender systems

Very large online platforms that use recommender systems shall set out in their terms and
conditions, in a clear, accessible and easily comprehensible manner, the main parameters used
in their recommender systems, as well as any options for the recipients of the service to modify
or influence those main parameters that they may have made available, including at least one
option which is not based on profiling, within the meaning of Article 4 (4) of Regulation (EU) 
2016/679. 

(...) hosting service which, at the request of a 
recipient of the service, stores and disseminates
to the public information (...)

Systemic risk? (news vs. 
entertainment etc.?)

EDPS: rather an opt-put?



So...
Transparency of recommender systems: common problems, common 
solutions (or: issues more amplified in some areas and diverse; profiling 
≠ profiling)? And how far does it get us?

Licenses and recommender systems: pretty straightforward!

Data availability and quality: ”bias” introduced by e.g. available training 
data?

Copyright (meta-)data‘s influence (niche repertoires/cultural diversity) 
on copyright recommender systems and visibility?
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